
Word  Window Wow Workshop   Ideas Complied by Jolene Johnson 
Remember, many of these ideas can also be translated for use in scrapbooks too! 
1. Word Window (Duh!) 
2. Long word window punch (cut a strip of paper 3/8� wide and insert from 

bottom at desired length) 
3. 2 or 3 varied tabs with words 
4. Spinner Card 
5. Off edge of focal image 
6. Slot for a tag 
7. Tie ribbon around word window punch out 
8. Tab with brad on edge of card 
9. Tab with brad on edge of focal image 
10. As a buckle 
11. To spell �HI� 
12. To make a big buckle card 
13. As a tag 
14. Paper Pieced Candles 
15. Hanger for a picture frame type focal image 
16. As Tag Pulls 
17. As a label (I�ve used mine to label my Stampin� Up! Ink pads) 
18. As a word tab 
19. 2 long word window punches on a square paper clip (one from each side) 
20. Folded in half like ribbon flags 
21. Window in tag pull card with words in window 
22. 2 corner holders 
23. Use multiple word window punch-outs in coordinating colors to make a 

mosaic background 
24. facts or details down side of scrapbook page 
25. Like a  title plate on ribbon 
26. A small shaker 
27. Run wide twill tape between two punch outs 
28. Tab sticking out from under focal image 
29. Use two to hang a sign from 
30. To hold a latch for a card (you can use two brads to secure it) 
31. A slot on the side of a card to tie ribbon on 
32. Side fold card attachments 
33. Shortened tabs (just like long word window punches) 
34. Flip up corner of card and secure with tab 
35. Side tabs on a tuck card 
36. Two on opposite sides of focal image to secure 
37. Matted word window with word 
38. Matted Word Window with Tab 
39. Double Slider Card 
40. Attach folded word window strip to coordinating paper strip 
41. To make a flower 
42. To make a punched out square 
43. 2 varied length tabs with ribbon knots 



44. Attach a piece of twine or thread to one edge of card and secure the other 
end to a word window tab 

45. A Pop-Up Card 
46. As a Picket fence 
47. To secure a roll-back 
48. Some Monograms will work with the word window punch too 
49. Fold word window Punch-out in half and hang over tied ribbon strip.  Secure 

with brad if desired 
50. Frame (tie 4 punch outs together) 
51. Add a word window punch out to each side of a tag or focal image and 

connect with ribbon, thread or fiber 
52. Fold hack ¾� to 1� on edge of card and use two word window punches to 

secure 
53. Use it as a piece of hardware to secure a length of ribbon 
54. use it on the empty side of a focal image when you didn�t quite get it centered 
55. Add stitching to give it more texture 
56. Use one on each end of a strip of paper running the length of a card to add 

interest 
57. Adhere a word window strip from side to side over a skinny focal image to 

�break it up� 
58. Use a long Word Window Punchout to make a faux mini buckle strap 
59. Use your punch to make a slot for a tuck card 
 
 
A sample of each can be seen on my gallery at Splitcoaststampers.com. 
http://www.splitcoaststampers.com/go/valentina9 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


